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YouTube Is Letting
Creators See What’s
Heating Up Their 360Degree and VR Videos

New Research Shows
That In-Stream Video Ads
Outperform Preroll

Twitter Is Testing a Way to
Let Users Know What’s
‘Happening Now’

Measuring social media
ROI: Case studies & stats
that prove it’s possible

YouTube announced that it now offers

It’s probably no surprise that people

Twitter is testing a Happening Now

In reality there are numerous ways of

heatmaps for 360-degree videos and

ignore ads they don’t like and remember

module atop users’ timelines that

tracking social ROI. For example, it’s great

virtual reality videos with more than 1,000

those they do, but the results of a new

showcases popular events occurring at

for brand awareness, customer retention,

views. The new heatmaps will allow

study shows just how great of a gap there

the time, such as sports events.

and customer service. But you need

creators of 360-degree and VR videos to

might be. 76 percent of people surveyed

The module includes cards for speciﬁc

realistic goals and the patience to achieve

determine which parts of those videos

will skip preroll ads if they have a chance.

events, which users can click on to see a

them. Social media should really be used

are drawing the most attention from

By testing ad formats’ performance in

timeline of tweets related to those

to amplify that which the company is

viewers. The defining feature of a 360-

terms of brand recall and favorability, the

events. It may be still in an experiment

already doing. If you don’t have a

degree video is that it allows you to freely

companies wanted to see if shorter ads

stage, but most experts agree this is

coherent marketing plan or content

look around in any direction, but

could be as eﬀective as traditional 15- and

quite an interesting move.

strategy, then your social media channels

surprisingly, people spent 75 percent of

30-second spots...

will be dull and struggle to find an

their time within the front 90 degrees...

audience. that.
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Infographic: Video More
Important Than Ever in
Social Media

Facebook patents show
multiple ways the network
could harness our
emotions

You can now check in and
fly out of Dubai's airport
with just your phone as ID

Facebook unlocks ad
space in 'related articles'
section

Today, “video-first” has become a reality

Social media has been known to mess

Need ID while traveling out of Dubai?

Facebook, the social networking site

for consumers and marketers alike.

with our emotions and even aﬀect our

There's an app for that. UAE Wallet is a new

with 1.28 billion daily active users

“After Animoto surveyed 1,000

mental health — and that manipulation

app now available on the Apple App Store

worldwide, said on Thursday that any

consumers and 500 marketers to find out

is sometimes by design. Facebook, in

and could replace physical identification

publisher who uses its Instant Articles

how video is making an impact, the data

particular, has been known to play fast

documents for United Arab Emirates

platform to post content can now

showed that 64 percent of consumers say

and loose with its users feelings.

residents flying out of Dubai and other

feature ads in the “related articles”

watching a marketing video on Facebook

Troubling news broke last month that

airports. With the app, users are able to

section at the bottom of a page.

has influenced a purchase decision in the

the network's targeted ads were

register their passport, ID, and visa

Testing began on the ads in March

last month,” the report explains. “And 81

sometimes designed to prey on teenage

information into UAE Wallet. Then, once at

and showed an incremental increase

percent of marketers are optimizing their

users' perceived insecurities, which isn't

the airport, users just show the

in ad sales per thousand page views,

social videos for mobile viewership,

entirely surprising given teens' tendency

accompanying barcode that comes up in

according to a blog post by the

including 39% that are creating square

to air out their feelings online.

the app.

company.
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and/or vertical videos.”
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